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NEW QUESTION: 1
The deviation of the measured value from the actual value is
known as _____________.
A. Linearity
B. Repeatability
C. Movement
D. Bias
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2

Which action must an administrator take to view the clustered
message queues for an Enterprise Vault clustered server?
A. the "Component Services" snap-in located in the Microsoft
MMC console
B. the "Computer Management" snap-in located in the Microsoft
MMC console
C. the ClusterCompMgmt command located in the Enterprise Vault
installation folder (typically C:\Program Files
(x86)\Enterprise Vault)
D. the ClusterPerfMon command located in the Enterprise Vault
installation folder (typically C:\Program Files
(x86)\Enterprise Vault)
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
The following expression is used to focus OLAP data in the rows
of a report: filter([sales_and_marketing].[Order method].[Order
method].[Order method type], [Revenue]&gt;150000000).
Which of the following statements describes the purpose of the
expression?
A. To return the set of members whose revenue is greater than
150000000 for the sum of the opposite edge.
B. To filter the cell values by subtracting 150000000 from the
revenue for each year and order method type.
C. To filter the years to show those having revenues greater
than 150000000 by order method type.
D. To return the set of members whose revenue is less than
150000000 for any year.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two values must you provide when you use a CSV file to
import devices into Cisco Prime infrastructure ? Choose two.)
A. Device IP address
B. Device model number
C. SNMP version
D. Device serial number
E. EtherType filed
Answer: A,C
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